
MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT 

Compiled by Mike Shand 

ROTRING 

The Rotring Rapidograph and Isograph pens have until 
recently only been available in the nine "ISO 128" line 
widths, 0.13 mm, 0.18 mm, etc. Now both pens have had 
their range of line widths extended to include the "DIN 
15 Series 2" standard sizes (as used in the Varient drawing 
pen) giving a total of seventeen line widths from 0.1 mm 
to2.0mm. 

The Varient and Isograph pens have refillable reservoirs, 
whereas the Rapidograph incorporates a disposable 
capillary ink cartridge with an expansion chamber which 
is claimed to eliminate cleaning and maintenance of the 
pen. 

STAEDTLER 

A recent addition to the Staedtler range of fluorescent 
highlighters is the Colourstar Rainbow Set which contains 
three chisel-pointed pens each with two different fluores
cent inks. 

Colourstar combines two brilliant highlighter colours in 
one pen -just rotate the smooth thin barrel to emphasize 
different points as you work through text, map lists etc. 
With six colours in three pens - green/wine red, yellow/ 
red and blue/orange, you can highlight facts and figures or 
differentiate key points, all in a blaze of colour. 

Staedtler also produce individually, three other Colour
star pens (yellow/blue, yellow/red and yellow/green), six 
single-colour Topstar pens and six single-colour plus blue 
ball point Textstar pens. 

NIKKOPENS 

The range of Nikko pens is well known and used by 
professional designers, illustrators and draughtsmen alike. 
They have now added to their range the Hi-Graphic 
calligraphy pen system. The Hi-Graphic pens with their 
hard wearing synthetic tips have been designed for callig
graphic lettering, drawing, sketching and illustration. The 
chisel shaped drawing tip can produce two different line 
widths from each pen and three point widths are available: 
1 mm, 2 mm and 3 mm. With nine colours to choose from 
(black, blue, red, green, yellow, grey, orange, brown and 
purple - permanent or water soluble inks), their ability 
to draw and write smoothly on different surfaces, makes 
them a versatile collection of pens useful to any drawing 
office or studio. 

Details from Cannon & Wrin, 68 High Street, 
Chiselhurst, Kent, BR7 SBL. Tel. 01-467-0935. 

MECANORMA 

On special offer from Mecanorma is a student set of 
MG 1 Technical Pens. The set is. packaged like a video 
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cassette and contains three pens 0.25 mm, 0.35 mm and 
0.50 mm, a technical pencil with spare leads, an eraser and 
ink. The offer price is £19.95 plus VAT; the MRP is 
normally £30.05 plus V AT. 

The Clock Safety Pet} Knife which has been made 
available by Mecanorma is a useful knife for cutting masks, 
tints, colour tones etc. and should remove the dangers of 
carrying around your person a knife stuck into a cork or 
rubber. 

It is solidly constructed of metal and plastic but light
weight enough to carry around in your pocket and similar 
in size and shape to a clutch pencil. It's main features 
include a push button retractable blade, a safety sleeve to 
avoid accidental opening, fmger grip, pocket grip and re
sharpenable chisel blades. 

The cost of the knife is £3.90 (including one blade) 
and 57p for a pack of 10 blades. Both prices include VAT. 

Another product by Mecanorma is the Non-Repro Blue 
Marker which is designed for marking guide lines, trim 
lines, page layouts etc. on camera, dyeline or xerox masters. 
It is a non-refillable fibre pen with a 0.3 mm nib and non
reproducable ink which retails at 90p including VAT. 
. Mecanorma Special Offer. Currently being offered free 
of charge is a five-drawer Storage Cabinet if you buy 25 or 
more sheets of Mecanorma Letter-press. These cabinets 
are worth over £25, making this a very attractive offer to 
those who buy in bulk once or twice a year. Their modular 
components are made of tough polystyrene and hold 
either Letter-press, Normatone or Normatex sheets. They 
are also stackable and come with a high quality finish in 
white, orange or yellow. 

DURHAM DUPLEX 

New from Durham Duplex a trimming knife with a 
reinforced die-cast spine which permits greater cutting 
pressure to be exerted than with conventional trimming 
knives. 

It has a thumb grip and a side ratchet to operate the 
retractable blade which can be medium, heavy duty, 
hooked or concave. Another feature of the knife is a 
simplified trouble free locking device which does not 
require unscrewing to change the blade. At £1.80 plus 
VAT the knife is good value for money. 

UCHIDA DRAWING INSTRUMENTS 
A useful addition to any drawing office is the range of 

Uchida acrylic rulers and set squares. These are tempered 
for flexibility and incorporate a special inset stainless 
steel cutting edge that also bends along with them. 

The clear and easy to read cross grid enables precise 
measuring accuracy and features light grey grid lines that 
are clearly visible even over dark coloured materials 
including negatives. The inset stainless steel cutting edge 
ensures you will never ruin another ruler or set square 
with your knife blade. 

The rulers are available in four sizes, 30 cm, 50 cm, 
70 cm and 100 cm costing £4.26, £7.00, £11.15 and 
£15.75 respectively plus VAT. The set squares come at 
25 cm (30/60 and 45) or 30 cm (30/60 and 45) sizes and 



cost £7.28 and £12.08 each plus V AT. 
Details from Abelscot-Marchant Ltd., Unit 6, St. 

Georges Industrial Estate, White Hart Lane, London, 
N22 5QL. Telephone: London (01-888-8822), Glasgow 
(041-773-2244), or Manchester (061-872-5781/2). 

BffiNFANGFOAMBOARD 

Another product by Abelscot-Marchant is Bienfang 
Foamboard. The Coloured Foamboard is available in nine 
colours - yellow, orange, red, tan, brown, green, blue, 
grey and black in a standard thickness of 5 mm. Bienfang 
White Foamboard is available in thicknesses of 3.2 mm, 
5 mm and 10 mm, self adhesive White Foamboard in 5 mm 
thickness and White Acid Free Foamboard in 3.2 mm and 
5 mm thickness. All are available in a wide range of pre
cut sizes. 

WINNER WAXCOATER 

The Winner Waxcoater has been widely adopted in the 
market by studios, in-house departments and typesetters 
through to the largest newspapers. Paste-up times are 
dramatically reduced and clean-up time virtually eliminated 
compared with sprays etc. (80% time saving has been 
achieved.) 

Its ~ain feat.ures include inexpensive operation, easyo 
use, qutte runnmg, large number of paper guides, foot-· 
switch allowing hand free operation and built-in wax level 
indicator. Available in 18" width at £515 plus VAT and 
also 20" width. 

Another product is the Handi-waxer, a smalllW' wide 
electric hand waxer containing a non-toxic repositionable 
wax which is clean to use and gives good adhesion to all 
phototypesetting bromides and photographs. The Handi
waxer costs £49.50, with 2 kg of wax costing £7.95 
excluding VAT. 

Details from TGS (South East) Ltd, Swinborne Court, 
Burnt Mills Industrial Estate, Basildon, Essex, Tel. (0268) 
728331 and TGS (Scotland) Ltd, Central Trading Estate, 
830 South St., Whiteinch, Glasgow, G14 OTN, Tel. 
041-954-5081. 

PELLTECH 'Cover-up' 

The new dust cover called "Cover-up" by Pelltech is 
designed to fit drawing boards of two sizes - AO and A 1 , 
by attaching to the parallel motion rod, woven straps 
secured by velcro. 

Cover-up is made of a material which is used extensively 
for the protection of computer equipment. It is water
proof, will not tear or rip in normal use and does not 
constitute a fire hazard. The sheet can be rolled and 
secured using the straps or thrown over loose. 

It is available to fit two sizes of drawing board AO 
(1275 x 1000 mm) and AI (925 x 755 mm) with a retail 
price of £15.60 and £19.50 respectively plus VAT from 
Pelltech Ltd, Station Lane, Witney, Oxon, OX8 6YS. Tel. 
(0993) 72130. 

MEGAFILE - Map Storage System 

This map storage system is recommended by the 
Ordnance Survey for 1:1250, 1:2500 and 1:10 000 
map scales. 

The system is produced in a rigid white metal frame 

allowing storage of up to 1000 OS maps per unit and 
comes complete with castors, dust top and 50 suspension 
racks. Each map pocket, complete with an index tab, is 
top loading and may be used to bulk store (holding up to 
10 maps on each side) or to hold one map on each side, 
allowing a clear view of each map. 

The main features are its unique suspension system 
(which is self supporting when partially pulled out) and 
tough, semi-rigid, anti-static, acid free double-sided map 
pockets which can be completely removed if required. 

The Map Storage Units are all 550 x 610 mm in plan 
with three height variations - 800 mm which accepts 
1:1250 maps (£169), 1000 mm which accepts 1: 1250 and 
1:10 000 maps (£179) and 1200 mm which accepts 
1:1250, 1:2500 and 1:10000 maps (£189). The three 
map pockets correspond to the 1: 1250 map scale (£4.50 
each), 1:2500 map scale (£5 each) and 1: 10 000 map 
scale (£5 each). All prices are exclusive of VAT. 

Megafile also market modular multi-store and a coloured 
store system. Details from Locwyn Ltd, North Lane, 
Weston-on-the-Green, Oxon, OX6 8RG. Tel. (0243)' 
774589. 

EASI-BIND 

Three new presentation systems from Easi-bind are 
called Hot-Shot, Compact and Premier. They are designed 
for easy binding of reports, dissertations, map-lists, student 
handouts, lab manuals etc. 

Each system consists of a heat sealing unit and an 
extensive range of covers pre-gummed for binding. 
Textured, plain or acetate covers are available in a wide 
range of colours and can incorporate die-cut windows, 
department name, logos etc. The Hot-Shot system is 
designed for smaller departments where usage is occasional 
or low volume, but presentation is important, and the 
Premier system is most suited to large volume users where 
batch binding can produce a continuous flow of bound 
copies. 

Current prices for each system are Hot-Shot £145, 
Compact £225 and Premier £295 excluding VAT. Details 
from J. Burns Ltd. Tel. (0865) 882146. 

PRE-PUBLICATION OFFER 

A monograph by Guy Messenger on The Ordnance 
Survey One-inch Map of England and Wales Third Edition 
(Large Sheet Series) is to be published in 1988 by the 
Charles Close Society. The monograph provides a detailed 
and comprehensive history of each of the 152 mainstream 
sectional sheets and the 30 district and related sheets 
derived from them. 

In researching this book, Guy Messenger has examined 
the holdings of more than fifty map collections, including 
those in twenty universities and colleges. 

The book includes about 50 illustrations. 
The print run is limited, so early ordering is advised. 
The book may be ordered from The Treasurer, Charles 

Close Society, 97 Manor Road, Harrow, Middlesex 
HA12PG. 

Price is £8.95 for orders received before 12 February 
1988, and £9.95 thereafter. Please add 75 pence per copy 
for postage and packing. 
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